



































































































































Randomized caching

TB's GB's

Fetters

RAM CPU
hard drive






































































































































I 2 3 4 5 6 7 ht n

D DD DD DD n DD d T

w 11 hard drive
D D D or D D
I 2 3 Ky K EE sq sq sq

n items k cache slots 13AM

items get loaded into RAM when served

items cache slots

bump items out of cache

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 ht ncache strategies DD DD DD Dn DD

which items to keep 1 1 11
D D D n D D

good item already 1 2 3 ki k

in cache when requested
bad have to load item into cache

when requested cache miss
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Requests Cache k 3 I Requests Cache K 3
1 1 I 3 1 3
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I
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I
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Can we come up w Smart caching
strategies and improve performance






































































































































Worst Case Analysis traditional

count cache misses

try to minimize

adversary can always request
a new item and force a cache miss
cache misses unbounded






































































































































Reframe analysis competitive

if there is a good cache strategy
then we want to find a comparably

good cache strategy
e g if it is possible to have

only m misses can we get
m misses too

E 100m misses

Emk misses
etc

competitive analysis

minimize ratio usermisses
OPT misses






































































































































Caching Strategies
Least frequently used LEU

Least recently used LRU

1 Bit LRU not recently used
mark requested items
evict unmarked items
if all cache items marked then

remove all marks and try again






































































































































least frequently used

Competitive analysis of LFU

3 items I 2,33
cache size k 2

to fool LFU

load up on first item for grounds
alternate other items for 2g rounds

OPT has 3 cache misses

LFU has 2GtI misses

competitive
g

to
ratio

291 1
q as

Theorem
LFU has unbounded competitive ratio






































































































































not recentlyused

Competitive Analysis of NRU
Recall
1 Bit LRU not recently used
mark requested items
evict unmarked items
if all cache items marked then

remove all marks and try again

Theorem NRU has competitive ratio Ek
NRU misses

A OPT misses
E k

LRU is a special case of NRU

Getter






































































































































divide requests into runs

resetmarks resetmarks cresetmarks resetmarkscresetmarks

IKI es ea eio.eu leI.m bm bm rg

run

each run has k distinct requests
the first item after a run is different
from the K distinct items in the run






































































































































resetmarks resetmarks r

mealledes Eg Go mi9oo m

run

at end of run NRU's cache filled w

k distinct items in run

OPT which knows the future may elect to
keep some of not recently used items
from before the run

N items in OPT's cache that
did not appear in this run

not recently used in OPI's cache






































































































































marksreset run marksreset

soo so
no ID a Dodo or a Dol o

K distinct items in run

some items repeat from previous run

other items new

NRU always misses on new items
could get some repeats correct

but in worst case could getall thesewrongtoo






































































































































MMA Nbesore resetmarks
Natter resetmarks

meafedeg.eg.eioim.eu mN not recentlyused
in OPT'scache

11 i
run

let NbesorEN before run

Natter N after run

Fymois.IEnZf hewiteynIn Nbes ore

misses

by OPI I Natter

t2 cinran

Hfyoisps.gs zC newiTemDtNas ter N6efore
2Cin ran






































































































































N not recentlyused
in OPT'scache

Hamoisten If new item N before
N before
IoT

ID or Do so old Do Do o

D new items

if OPT does not miss on new item III
then new item 13 was in OPT's before run

new new item not in NRU run before
new item lT counted by N before

misses by OPT Z new items B N before
on newitemsinparticular






































































































































Afymiff IN after
Natter

0 O O 8 O d O

kdistinctite.ms NEeNy
go into OPT's cache
during run OPT's cache

Nafter slots in OPT reserved for old items

Nasterofthek items getevicted

each eviction miss






























































Per run
cin run

flynoispsyes z
CH newitemDtNaster Nbefor

2Cin ran

In total

total
Heiosspest

r.si
mIoiEEiln

e
nresinorifZ

LrunsE innewritnen.is tNasaIeir NbrEoire

2t fnteotwa te ms tNend Ninit
Zo O

z's hat ms

so we have
total

ftp.yjsspep ztaneoIatiems



so we have
total

Eigiosspe ztanEIa.tnms
can we design an algorithm with

better than K nteofa.lams misses

would better comp ratio than LRU



marksreset run marksreset

soo so old ID a Dodo or a Dol or
new new new new new

gist c item
repeat other items new

NRU always misses on new items accounte

could get some repeats correct for

but in worst case could getall thesewrongtoo
III

smoinimreifeeata.lt
atmtiosas'pedz aIe atEmsI



which item to evict 1 Bit LRU

worst case
not recently used

evicted item repeats mark requested items

evict unmarked items
to subvert worst case if all cache items marked
evict randomly then remove all marks

and try again

Randomized NRU
mark requested items

evict unmarked items Uniformly at random
if all items marked
remove all marks and try again



kthharmonicnumberLemma each run Hiatt'st th

EE misses EC new items H k

proof
miss any new item

ru

1st repeat item request Nra cache l
of K items from prev run

Levied per new jeans
IFurrent

run

new itemsuniformly at random

Pr miss s Henewitemsy
K

2nd repeat request NRU cache T.EE
of Kt items from prev

run notyet requested currentruns new items7 evicted per new item
so far

uniformly atrandom

Pr miss s CH newite.ms
K I



ith repeat request Nra cache T.EE
of k fi D items from prer
run not yetrequested currentruns new items

1 evicted per new item
so far

uniformly atrandom

Pr miss E newitem
K Ci l

in total

Ef misses on

repeatrequests

E CHLewltctfhyewhtm.tl
new

CH new tI
kthharmonicnumber

new Hk He new Hk Htt's t t't

EI misses C new t ELIffaissreesgueasts

E new Hk He hewitt
E new Hk



We showed
Emma each run kthharmonicnumber

HkHatt tita
EE misses EC new items Hk

Summing over all runs

E total ECtotal new items Hismisses
byrandomizedNRU

We also had
total
Yios Z's tatems

Therefore

E.IEII nes.IeaHisTEiYsoepH2Hk22lnkis much better than K

ongoing theme

random is better than worst case


